CONNECT WITH US:

OUR EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP CULTURE
AND UNWAVERING DEDICATION TO
EXCELLENCE HELP OUR CUSTOMERS
SUCCEED EVERY DAY.
OUR PROMISE

TVF supplies the best possible fabric for
your specific applications. By leveraging
our industry leading expertise, consistent
products, and a relentless focus on customer
success, we help take your products - and
your business - to the next level.

PRODUCTS

TVF is the leading supplier of fabric to
manufacturers across a wide range of
industries including Transportation, Shade and
Awnings, Manufacturing, Marine, Tactical Gear,
Agriculture, Recreational, Medical, and more.
We offer extensive stock programs consisting
of Nylon, Vinyl, Polyester, and Canvas/Duck,
in addition to custom styles to fit your exact
specifications.

SERVICE AND SHIPPING

Our exceptional sales team uses their years of
experience to determine what fabric solutions
are right for our customers’ needs. Taking
into account price, quality, and performance
are some of the many ways we find the best
option for you.
TVF has three Sales Offices with locations in
Carson, CA, Carmel, IN, and Edmonds, WA;
with multiple shipping locations throughout
the US for various fabrics and media.

INDUSTRIAL

PRINT MEDIA

HOME DÉCOR

APPAREL

855.618.4500
TVFINC.COM

CONNECT WITH US:

E.S.O.P.

Since 2010, TVF has been
100% employee-owned through
an ESOP. All TVF employees
participate in the benefits of
ownership creating tremendous
pride in our work and our
company. This translates to an
even greater appreciation for
our customers and our desire
to help our customers succeed.
Our culture further supports
our mission to provide the best
customer service in the industry.

IFAI EXPO CAMPFIRE SESSION

HOW TO SELL A COMPANY (TO THE EMPLOYEES)

Chris Fredericks, President of TVF, Empowered Ventures, CEO
Wednesday, November 4th 12-12:30 p.m. CST
All business owners have to transition their business
to new owners eventually. Sometimes selling to the
employees through an ESOP is a great option. This
presentation will explain why to consider selling to an
ESOP, the pros and cons compared to other options
and a step by step process of an ESOP transaction.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
Chris Fredericks is President of TVF and founder and
CEO of Empowered Ventures. Chris has a diverse
work background in management, accounting
and finance, mergers and acquisitions, operations,
strategic planning, human capital management, and
business valuations. With his 20 years of experience,
Chris tries to lead with a focus on both short-term
goals and long-term planning. His drive for continuous
improvement and strategic growth, balanced with
a true care for fostering strong employee-owned
cultures, sets his companies apart.
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